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Comment from Football NSW on Mark Bosnich
Football NSW General Manager Ian Holmes praised Sydney Olympic

on acquiring the services of Mark Bosnich.
“Sydney Olympic deserve a great credit for this initiative in bringing in-

to the TeleChoice Premier League one of the most gifted and outstanding
players ever to represent Australia. Mark brings with him professional-
ism, personality and presence rarely seen in an athlete. 

“Mark still has the magic which made him the best shot stopper in
world football. Those who witnessed Mark in his stint with A-League out-
fit Central Coast Mariners would have seen glimpses of the skills which
took him to the top of professional football in the world.

“The fact Mark is prepared to contribute to State League football is a
demonstration of his character and willingness to put back into the game. 

“For the players at Sydney Olympic it is an opportunity to be inspired by his presence and to learn from him. For those players who
will take the pitch either as his team mates or as his opponents it will be the realization of a dream. Those players will be able to say that
they played with or against Mark Bosnich.

“Mark is part of the Parthenon of elite sports people embraced by our multicultural Australian society. Supporters of Sydney Olympic,
and their competition opponents will have the rare opportunity to get a close up view of a player who is an integral part of the tapestry of football in this country”.
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